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	Having worked with kidney patients for over 25 years, I have seen many

	changes and improvements in treatment. However, this book is not a com

	prehensive guide to the medical and nursing aspects of illness and treat

	ment. These are mentioned briefly where it is necessary to explain the

	effects of the illness and treatment on daily life.





	This book is about living with kidney failure. It celebrates the fullness of

	life which kidney patients can attain. It is based on the experiences of a

	number of very different people for whom kidney failure has become part

	of an otherwise full and rewarding life.





	Most of the contributors are on the waiting list for a kidney transplant;

	a few are not, either due to their own choice, or because their medical

	condition makes them unsuitable for major surgery. Four have now had

	transplants, so are able to talk about living well in this situation too.

	Naturally, people who make a success of their life after a diagnosis of

	kidney failure will, from time to time, have setbacks or bad patches. In any

	chronic, life-long condition lasting over a period of several decades, it

	would be unrealistic to pretend that life can be trouble-free all the time.

	Many of them, however, continue to live with their kidney failure and,

	more importantly, to live with it well.





	After talking at length with the contributors, I was filled with admira-

	tion for their courage and determination. This was a different sort of

	courage from that sometimes shown in an emergency – great heroism in

	the short term. But arguably, people who are living with kidney failure are

	achieving something more difficult and more admirable. Dealing success

	fully with a life-long condition requires, more than anything, persever

	ance. This quality, and many others too, are evident in the stories they

	share with us throughout this book. These stories will be an inspiration to

	others facing a diagnosis of kidney failure and the need for treatment.
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Lonely Planet East Africa (Multi Country Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	“Gentle gorillas, stampeding wildebeest, snowcapped peaks, paradisiacal beaches and an amazing array of tribal cultures – all this and more await you in East Africa, one of Africa’s most enticing corners.” – Mary Fitzpatrick, Lonely Planet Writer
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The Briefest English Grammar and Punctuation Guide Ever!University of New South Wales, 2011

	
		With excellent examples and easy-to-follow rules, this concise and practical guide covers the basics of English grammar and punctuation. Perfect for English speakers who weren’t taught proper grammar in the classroom as well as for general readers who are uncertain about punctuation...
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Interest Rates, Prices and Liquidity: Lessons from the Financial Crisis (Macroeconomic Policy Making)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	Many of the assumptions that underpin mainstream macroeconomic models have been challenged as a result of the traumatic events of the recent financial crisis. Thus, until recently, it was widely agreed that although the stock of money had a role to play, in practice it could be ignored as long as we used short-term nominal interest rates as...
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Learn HTML5 and JavaScript for iOS: Web Standards-based Apps for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touchApress, 2012


	Congratulations! You are building your first web application for your iOS device (iPhone, iPad, or iPod

	Touch) using HTML5 and JavaScript.





	You might think that you can pick up one of your HTML or JavaScript books from years past and

	then just scale it down to the size of your target device and you’ll be good to...
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Automatic Digital Document Processing and Management: Problems, Algorithms and TechniquesSpringer, 2011

	This text reviews the issues involved in handling and processing digital documents. Examining the full range of a document’s lifetime, the book covers acquisition, representation, security, pre-processing, layout analysis, understanding, analysis of single components, information extraction, filing, indexing and retrieval. Features:...
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Getting Started with HIPAACourse Technology PTR, 2003
This is a practical and solutions-oriented text that presents HIPAA’s broad scope of guidelines in a clear and concise manner. It will provide confidence with your knowledge of the HIPAA Administrative Simplification legislation.

Does HIPAA affect you? HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) touches every aspect...
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